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Welcome to the Sanki Vraja® universe, a realm of innovation and imagination where
blockchain technology and Romanian culture converge. Our project, a meme coin
with personality, reveals a unique model of interaction between the token and the
business aspect, offering a new perspective on how cryptocurrency can complement
and support a concrete business model.

The Sanki Vraja project comprises two essential components: the token and the
Sanki® brand.

The token is the economic force of the project, while the Sanki® and Sanki Vraja®
brands represent its identity and culture, deeply rooted in the collective
consciousness of Romanians. This synergy between economic and cultural aspects
creates a unique ecosystem, connecting the digital world with the traditional one and
providing the community with a unique, valuable, and diverse experience.

In Romanian, the name Sanki® evokes humor and irony and aligns perfectly with the
essence of a “meme coin” type cryptocurrency. Sanki is often seen as the first
Romanian meme coin, and we intend to maintain this distinction.

The expression "Sanki Vraja", already embedded in the collective consciousness of
Romanians, holds inestimable intrinsic value as a natural and powerful cultural
symbol. Through the Sanki Vraja brand, we not only capitalize on this pre-existing
treasure but also amplify its essence, transforming it into a distinct and strong brand
identity. With instant recognition and emotional connection, we are in a privileged
position to build an unmatched brand not only in the hearts of Romanians but also in
the international crypto sphere.

Furthermore, by combining the instant recognition strength of the "Sanki Vraja"
expression with the dynamic character of a "meme coin" type cryptocurrency, we
have synthesized an original economic model. This unique economic model not only
incorporates traditional characteristics of digital economies but enriches them with
layers of cultural and emotional interaction, having the potential to create added
value.

Through Sanki Vraja, we explore new uses for blockchain technology and connect
the digital world with the traditional one, demonstrating utility through an innovative
discount system and thus creating an ecosystem that combines e-commerce,
franchises, gaming, digital arts, and a metaverse full of opportunities.



Sanki and utility
The Sanki token, at the core of the Sanki Vraja project, is more than just a
cryptocurrency. It embodies a blend of innovation, culture, and technology, serving
as a fundamental pillar in the ecosystem. Its utility extends beyond typical financial
transactions, encouraging complex and novel interactions within the community.

The token plays a pivotal role in connecting the digital economy with the real-world
economy, not only facilitating access to a variety of services and activities in the
digital space but also serving as a key instrument in real-world economic
transactions.

Its uses include:

1. Discount System: The Sanki Vraja project's innovative discount system, based
on burning Sanki tokens, exemplifies the integration of digital and traditional markets.
This system provides users with substantial discounts on products and services,
making the Sanki token a valuable tool for their economies and facilitating significant
interactions in the economic sphere. Through this, the project effectively links the
digital market with traditional commerce, offering tangible benefits in everyday
activities.

2. Gaming Platform: In the gaming platform of the Sanki Vraja project, the Sanki
token introduces a new dimension to the gaming experience. It allows users to
participate in challenges and competitions, where they can win tokens based on their
performance and strategy. This integration of the token into gaming heightens
engagement and interest within the community, adding a competitive and rewarding
aspect to the gaming experience.

3. Affiliate Programs, Merch-Art, and Bounty: The Sanki token is also utilized in
affiliate programs, merch-art, and bounty rewards. In these initiatives, community
members are encouraged to contribute to the development and promotion of the
project.

4. Metaverse: In the Sanki Vraja project's Metaverse, the Sankiverse, the Sanki
token expands its utility significantly. It transcends traditional digital boundaries to
become the primary currency in the Metaverse. This pivotal role in the Sankiverse
allows for a wide range of transactions, activities, and benefits.

5. NFT Marketplace: In the NFT Marketplace of the Sanki Vraja project, the Sanki
token serves an essential role as the primary currency. This allows for the
purchasing, trading, and renting of NFTs, highlighting its significance and utility in the
realm of digital art and collectibles within the project's ecosystem.



The Sanki token's multidimensional approach makes it a versatile tool, fostering
active community engagement and supporting the ongoing growth of the Sanki Vraja
ecosystem. Its extensive use underlines the project's commitment to innovation,
creativity, and providing added value for both users and investors.

A deflationary economy based on a cryptographic token
In essence, a deflationary economy refers to an economic strategy where the total
quantity of currency available in the market is progressively reduced over time. This
contrasts with inflation, where the amount of money in circulation constantly
increases, potentially leading to a decrease in the currency's value. In a deflationary
economy, the key principle is the reduction of supply, which can lead to an increase
in the currency's value over time.

The Sanki Vraja project employs an original deflationary economy, which involves
the periodic burning of Sanki coins in exchange for immediate valuable benefits. This
strategy aims to decrease the total number of coins in circulation, contributing to the
long-term increase in the coin's value. By encouraging coin burning, the project
creates a balance between supply and demand, strengthening community trust and
establishing a sustainable economy for the long term.

The Sanki Vraja project integrates diverse burning incentives, including through
NFTs and online gaming, that interact with the real-world economy, particularly with
online businesses under the Sanki brand. In the future, the e-commerce platform will
allow external businesses to join the discount system, contributing to the
appreciation of the Sanki token. Businesses will be motivated to join this initiative
and offer discounts through Sanki burning due to the robust e-commerce platform,
well-established affiliate system, other promotional mechanisms, and an enthusiastic
community eager to embrace businesses contributing to the Sanki burning.

Blockchain technology to create a cryptographic token in a finite quantity.
The Sanki Vraja® platform is based on a cryptographic token called Sanki, issued on
the Binance Smart Chain (BSC) blockchain network. At the project's launch, a fixed
cap of 888,000,000 Sanki tokens was established, each with 18 decimal places.

The contract address for the Sanki token is
0x4A3dDbaF5Ef5B75991585797c8e0f3681d41D438
The presale event occurred on May 28, 2023, on pinksale.com, successfully raising
600 BNB in just 5 hours.
https://www.pinksale.finance/launchpad/0x4242C2cC9de82f7cB20168B2F70cdeA6c
4BF3071?chain=BSC

https://www.pinksale.finance/launchpad/0x4242C2cC9de82f7cB20168B2F70cdeA6c4BF3071?chain=BSC
https://www.pinksale.finance/launchpad/0x4242C2cC9de82f7cB20168B2F70cdeA6c4BF3071?chain=BSC


The initial distribution of the Sanki token is strategically structured to support the
development and expansion of the project:

- 44% allocated for presale, ensuring a strong start;
- 22% dedicated to the liquidity pool, maintaining market stability and liquidity;
- 15% reserved for marketing, crucial for promoting and increasing project visibility;
- 10% held for founders, with a gradual release over 72 months, demonstrating
long-term commitment;
- 9% aimed for future listings on Centralized Exchanges (CEX), thereby expanding
the token's accessibility.

Transparency and security through blockchain technology
Blockchain technology, fundamental to the Sanki Vraja® platform, employs a
distributed ledger to record each token transaction in a transparent and immutable
way. This technology offers users and investors of the Sanki token various benefits
and guarantees, enhancing the platform's reliability and security. The blockchain's
transparency and immutability are crucial in ensuring a secure and trustworthy
environment for all platform participants.

The blockchain technology used in the Sanki Vraja® platform ensures several key
aspects:

1. Guarantees that no new tokens can be introduced into circulation beyond the
existing supply.
2. Enables tracking of all ecosystem transactions involving the Sanki token.
3. Allows easy and real-time verification of the circulating token quantity following the
burning process.
4. Enables estimation of the token's value based on the circulating supply.
The formula for capitalization is:

Total Market Capitalization Value
--------------------------------------

Circulating Supply

5. ensures the irreversibility of the token burning process.
6. trust that the reward and loyalty process is fair and equitable for all participants.

Definition of "burn token"
The process of token burning on a blockchain refers to the permanent and
irreversible elimination of a specific number of tokens from the total supply. This
process involves sending or transferring the tokens to a special address, often called



a "burn address" or "dead-end address," from which they can no longer be
withdrawn or used.

Token burning in cryptocurrency projects serves various purposes as part of
monetary policy or economic mechanisms:

1. Supply Reduction: Reducing the supply of tokens through burning can potentially
increase the value of the remaining tokens. This happens if the relative demand for
the tokens increases against a reduced supply, following basic economic principles
of supply and demand.

2. Inflation Control: Some cryptocurrencies implement token burning, which helps
maintain the value of the currency over time. By reducing the supply of tokens in
circulation, this strategy can counteract the devaluation that typically accompanies
increased money supply, thereby stabilizing the token's value.

3. Economic Incentives: Some cryptocurrency projects use token burning as an
economic incentive. This approach can be part of a reward system for users or
create additional motivation for holding and using the token. By implementing token
burning in this way, projects can stimulate user engagement and investment in the
token, potentially enhancing its value and utility within the ecosystem.

Token burning is an irreversible process and cannot be undone once executed.
Therefore, crypto projects that decide to employ token burning must carefully plan
their strategy, taking into account their specific objectives and the desired effects on
the cryptocurrency's economy. This careful planning is crucial to ensure the intended
impact of the token burning aligns with the project's overall goals.

Withdrawing tokens from circulation through the burning process, in itself, does not
guarantee a favorable impact on the price in the absence of constant demand.
However, burning ensures that the eliminated tokens will not exert downward
pressure on the value.

The innovative architecture of the Sanki Vraja ecosystem: key elements and
interconnectivity
In the vibrant heart of the Sanki Vraja universe, we discover essential elements that
make up a unique and innovative ecosystem:



1. sankivraja.com: The central portal where all component systems, such as the
bounty program and leaderboard, unify, and the primary source of official
information;
2. Mobile app enabling access to ecosystem functionalities;
3. Leaderboard, an original ranking system based on Sanki burning;
4. Integration of the Sanki token for transactions and obtaining discounts; Expansion
of the e-commerce platform both online and offline;
5. Affiliate and merch-art programs;
6. Gaming Platform: Utilizing the Sanki token for access and rewards in games;
Flagship Sanki game.
7. NFTs: Their role in adding value and uniqueness to the ecosystem; Details about
each type of NFT; NFT marketplace.
8. Community: Active involvement through bounty programs, affiliations, and
merch-art, encouraging contributions and rewarding promotion;
9. Metaverse: An extended virtual world with enriched interactions, introducing new
concepts - sub-universes with virtually unlimited virtual spaces, meta-objects. This
will be a visual representation of the entire Sanki ecosystem using WebGPU
technology.
10. The Sanki® & Sanki Vraja® Brand
11. The Sanki Foundation is actively involved in the fight against school dropout and
is developing dedicated programs that promote access to education and provide
support to students in need. This initiative reflects the commitment of the Sanki
Foundation to ensure that every student has the chance to continue their studies and
build a brighter future (details coming soon).

1. sankivraja.com: The Central Hub Where All Systems Unify
sankivraja.com functions as the central hub of the Sanki Vraja ecosystem, integrating
and centralizing all essential components of the project. This portal serves as the
meeting point for bounty programs and leaderboards, providing a unified
environment for user interaction. Furthermore, the website acts as the primary and
official source of information, ensuring access to the latest news, updates, and
project details, playing a crucial role in maintaining transparency and community
cohesion within Sanki Vraja.

As the central portal of the Sanki Vraja ecosystem, sankivraja.com will implement a
sophisticated Web 3.0 authentication solution. This will allow users to access their
Sanki account using a Metamask wallet, granting them access to detailed statistics
of the bounty program, their position on the leaderboard, and a comprehensive
overview of assets associated with the Sanki Vraja ecosystem. This advanced
functionality underscores Sanki Vraja's commitment to security, transparency, and a
seamless and integrated user experience.



2. Sanki Vraja Mobile App
The Sanki Vraja mobile app will be built on the already solid infrastructure of the
sankivraja.com website. It will provide a seamless and integrated experience,
allowing users to access the functionalities of the Sanki ecosystem, including Sanki
token transactions, tracking progress in bounty programs and leaderboards, and
managing digital assets within the ecosystem. The app will be an essential tool in the
expansion and consolidation strategy of the Sanki Vraja ecosystem, adding mobility
and accessibility for the community.

Both the sankivraja.com website and the Sanki Vraja mobile app, in the future, will
function as essential gateways to the gaming platform, metaverse, and eCommerce,
facilitating access to a wide range of functionalities. This integration ensures
coherence and synergy between the different components of the ecosystem,
providing users with a complete and immersive experience in the Sanki Vraja
universe.

The mobile app will implement an internal text messaging system, where the
community can engage in real-time discussions. What is called a "like button" on
other social networks will be referred to as a "sanki button" in our app. It will be
available in multiple ways represented by different colors: blue, yellow, red.
- No tokens will be burned, but it signifies a simple interaction.
- 1 Sanki is burned for the user who pressed it.
- 1 Sanki is burned for the recipient as a sign of appreciation.

3. Leaderboard
The Sanki Leaderboard, a central element of the Sanki Vraja ecosystem, is an
innovative ranking system that displays and promotes real-time Sanki burns. It
fosters competitiveness and active participation among community members.

The Leaderboard puts our valuable members who significantly contribute to the
appreciation of the Sanki token through its burning in the spotlight. Through this
system, we consistently acknowledge the essential contribution of these members to
the success and stability of the project. They represent the foundational pillars of our
community and deserve full appreciation for their dedication in strengthening the
value of the Sanki token and the entire ecosystem.

The Leaderboard integrates all components of the platform that contribute to Sanki
burning, ensuring transparency and cohesion throughout the process. Through it,
every token burn becomes visible in real-time, emphasizing the importance of each
individual action and reinforcing each participant's commitment to the Sanki Vraja
project.



This system will play a crucial role in the distribution of NFTs from the collection of
8880+8 NFTs, providing a transparent view of token burns. Furthermore, it will
stimulate healthy competition for obtaining these valuable NFTs, thereby integrating
the Leaderboard more deeply into the ecosystem's reward and engagement
mechanics.

Activity on the Sanki Leaderboard, correlated with participation in the bounty
program, will contribute to the creation of an objective ranking of the most valuable
community members. This ranking reflects their significant contribution to the growth
of the Sanki token's value and solidifies their position as pillars of our community.

4. E-commerce: Integrating the Sanki token for transactions and discounts
The development plan for the Sanki Vraja e-commerce platform is structured into two
phases. The initial phase begins with Sanki.ro, where customers experience price
reductions by burning Sanki tokens. The next stage includes expansion into the
offline realm at the Sanki restaurant, with support from the mobile app. These
initiatives will pave the way for the second phase, the launch of a "ready-to-use"
e-commerce platform that will provide comprehensive solutions for online stores and
seek partnerships in offline sectors, thus consolidating the Sanki ecosystem in an
integrated and dynamic manner.

The "SankiMag" e-commerce platform encourages the Sanki Vraja community to
play an active role in promoting merchants' products. This dynamic creates a
virtuous cycle: community members are motivated to support merchants because
they contribute to the ongoing burning of Sanki tokens. Thus, they not only benefit
from discounts but also support an ecosystem that encourages the use and
circulation of the Sanki token. This constitutes an innovative community engagement
strategy, enhancing the value and sustainability of the entire project.

Obtaining Discounts by Burning Sanki Tokens
Example - Basic Idea
For a shopping cart worth 100 EUR, you can get a discount of 10 EUR by burning
tokens worth 1 EUR at the current rate.
In the case of sanki.ro, the discounts will be 10% of the shopping cart's value. To
obtain these discounts, the customer must burn tokens worth 10% of the discount
value.

Burning the Sanki tokens is done at the shopping cart level. Before finalizing the
order, customers have the option to burn Sanki tokens in exchange for a discount
that is 10 times the value of the burned Sanki tokens.



This innovative mechanism not only encourages the active use of Sanki tokens but
also provides added value to customers, combining financial benefits with
participation in the Sanki Vraja economy.

5. Affiliate Programs and Merch-Art
The Sanki Vraja affiliate program offers progressive growth and rewards
opportunities, encouraging community members to actively participate in the
project's success. It has a multi-level structure where affiliates advance and receive
higher commissions as they reach sales thresholds. A unique aspect is the way
commissions are distributed, as they are automatically converted into Sanki tokens
directly from the DEX, thus positively contributing to its value.

The Merch-Art program offers digital artists the chance to personalize products in the
merchandising store, creating a constructive interdependence between art and the
brand. Artists are rewarded based on sales, and the program includes works with
unlimited, limited, and unique editions, each with different value levels. Similar to the
affiliate program, artists receive commissions in Sanki, adding value to the
ecosystem and stimulating token price growth.

6. Sanki Vraja Gaming Platform
The development of the "fun2burn" protocol represents an innovative approach to
gaming. It stipulates that the losing player must burn Sanki tokens equivalent to the
amount wagered in the game, in favor of the winner. This method avoids legal
implications related to turning the platform into a gambling source because it does
not transfer the lost tokens to the winner. Instead, the winner recovers their wagered
amount, and their success is reflected in the leaderboard through the tokens burned
by the loser, bringing them additional benefits within the ecosystem. This stimulates
competitiveness and active participation while maintaining the integrity and fairness
of the game.

The implementation of the "fun2burn" protocol will be universal within the Sanki Vraja
gaming platform, applying to both the Sanki proprietary game and third-party created
games. By integrating this protocol into all games, consistency and uniformity in the
user experience are ensured, promoting a fair and interactive gaming environment
regardless of the chosen game. This strategy reinforces the fundamental principles
of the ecosystem and encourages broad and diverse participation within the gaming
community.

Sanki The Game
Our gaming platform will kick off with the game "Sanki" - an engaging and interactive
P2P board game. Taking inspiration from the main character, Sanki Vraja, we will
create a comic-style universe similar to those of Marvel. Alongside a team of



professional copywriters and art designers, we will develop an original story in a
unique context, featuring characters from different worlds and times. Each character
has their own journey through universal portals and unique abilities.

Our art designers will create 88 game cards, representing these independent
characters. On the game board, these characters meet in duels for resources or
strategic positions, thereby forming temporary alliances.

The game mechanics will be dynamic, with various interactions between characters
and upgrade possibilities. Holders of Sanki Vraja NFTs will enjoy specific
advantages, depending on the game cards and NFT characteristics. The game can
be played for free, or players can wager Sanki tokens, with the winner receiving
Sanki tokens back while the loser's tokens are burned in the winner's account.
Success in the game will be rewarded with unique NFTs, limited to 8880 available
copies.

Later, the online Sanki Vraja game will be transformed into a physical game that will
be sold on our platform. Character upgrades will be done through augmented reality
and will take into account the abilities already acquired in the online game.

7: NFT Technology in the Sanki Vraja ecosystem
Chapter 6 of the Sanki Vraja whitepaper explores the role and diversity of NFT
technology within the ecosystem. Key elements include:

7.1 Sanki Vraja Collection of 8880+8 NFTs: A series of unique digital artworks, each
with its own story and value within the ecosystem.
7.2 Anniversary Coins: The unique combination of NFTs and physical metal objects,
marking significant moments.
7.3 Sanki Vraja Affiliate Program: NFTs Representing Affiliate Levels
7.4 Merch-Art Program: NFTs reflecting artistic level and value, linked to the artist's
initial address.
7.5 NFTs created by artists in the Merch-Art program.
7.6 Game Assets: Digital assets for games.
7.7 SvD (Sankiverse Domains): Virtual properties in the metaverse, represented as
NFTs.
7.8 Metaobjects: Innovative concept to add depth and interactivity.
7.9 NFT Marketplace: A meeting place for trading and exploring NFTs within the
ecosystem.

This chapter highlights the innovation and creativity in the Sanki Vraja ecosystem
through the diversified use of NFT technology.



7.1 Sanki Vraja Collection of 8880+8 NFTs - The Cosmic Odyssey of Sanki Vraja
Discover Sanki Vraja, a cosmic explorer in a universe where life has been nearly
wiped out. A cosmic catastrophe, accidentally triggered by an incredibly
technologically advanced civilization during a quantum
entanglement-multidimensional experiment, disrupted the fundamental universal
constants, rendering life impossible. Sanki Vraja, one of the few survivors, travels
through universal portals, exploring desolate worlds, collecting technologies,
artifacts, and resources from long-lost advanced civilizations. At times, he
encounters small groups of survivors from that world, sometimes hostile, sometimes
with problems they beg him to solve.

7.1.1 The "Main" Collection of 8880 Sanki Vraja NFTs
This unique collection of 8880 NFTs showcases various incarnations of Sanki Vraja,
each capturing a part of his captivating story. Each NFT is a window into this
universe, offering holders not only a work of art but also a glimpse into a cosmic
odyssey filled with mystery.

7.1.2 Obtaining NFTs
NFTs are acquired through the burning of Sanki tokens, a process that progressively
increases in cost, highlighting the rarity and value of the NFTs. This method of
acquisition not only contributes to the dynamics of the ecosystem but also actively
involves the community in the project's evolution.

7.1.3 NFT Minting Costs
For every 88 minted NFTs, the number of burnt Sanki tokens required to obtain an
NFT will increase by approximately 444 Sanki tokens, so the last minted NFTs will be
worth 88,800 Sanki tokens.
When all 8,880 NFTs in the collection have been minted, they will be burnt, on
average, for 66,600 Sanki tokens each, totaling 591,408,000 Sanki tokens (66.44%
of the total supply).

7.1.4 Minting Costs for 8 Ultra-Special or Ultra-Rare NFTs
To obtain an ultra-rare NFT from the series of 8, it is required that an address has
minted 88 NFTs from the Sanki Vraja series. These ultra-rare NFTs cannot be
obtained by accumulating 88 minted NFTs in different addresses. This exceptionally
rare distinction is exclusively offered to those who have made a profound and
significant contribution to our ecosystem, contributing to the creation of a valuable
and unique collection in Sankiverse.

Obtaining an ultra-rare NFT from the series of 8 represents the highest achievement
in the Sankiverse, symbolizing the ultimate recognition for exceptional contributions
to the Sanki Vraja ecosystem. This distinction is accessible only to those who have
burned a significant amount of Sanki, thereby contributing to the appreciation of the
token, and who have been pillars in creating a valuable and unique collection in



Sankiverse. It is a privilege extended to those who have demonstrated deep
commitment and made significant contributions to the success of our community.

In addition to receiving the SANKI ultra-rare NFTs for collecting 88 NFTs, recipients
will also be awarded 1/8 custom-made ultra-limited edition metaobject. This
exclusive item, made from expensive and rare materials, symbolizes the exceptional
value we attribute to our most dedicated community members. Together with the
SvD it will be placed on, they will create a subuniverse distinct from the others.

7.1.5 Utility of Sanki Vraja NFTs in the Ecosystem
The Sanki Vraja NFT collection is not just a set of impressive digital artworks but also
a series of powerful tools within the Sanki Vraja ecosystem. The utility of these NFTs
extends across several components of the ecosystem, providing tangible benefits to
their holders:

Bonuses in the Bounty Program: Owning a Sanki Vraja NFT provides a +5%
bonus to rewards in the bounty program. These bonuses are cumulative, meaning
that the more NFTs you hold, the higher your rewards will be. This encourages active
participation in the ecosystem and offers significant added value to NFT holders.

Additional Shopping Discounts: Sanki Vraja NFT holders enjoy an additional 4%
discount on purchases made through our platform. This discount is applicable
individually and is not cumulative, ensuring that each NFT provides a unique
advantage within the shopping experience.

Gaming Benefits: NFTs will provide additional advantages in the Sanki game.
These benefits may include access to special features, upgrades, and other
elements that enrich the gaming experience. Owning an NFT can positively influence
game outcomes, offering players a strategic advantage.

Sanki Vraja NFTs as a Source of Passive Income: In the Merch-Art program, Sanki
Vraja NFT holders will be able to allow their NFT to be printed on original Sanki®
products. These will be premium products that will benefit from premium packaging
and special attention from us. They will be somewhat more expensive than the
"normal" ones that do not have printed NFTs. A portion of the sale value will go to the
DEX and automatically buy $Sanki, which will be transferred to the wallet of the NFT
holder.

Ultra-rare NFTs from the collection will offer at least the same benefits and utility as
the 8880 NFTs in the main collection.

The utility of Sanki Vraja NFTs enhances the value and engagement within the
ecosystem, transforming each NFT not only into a piece of art but also into a tool for
interaction and individual advantage growth. Through these multiple functionalities,



NFTs become central elements in the Sanki Vraja community's activities,
encouraging active participation and providing concrete rewards for involvement in
various aspects of the project.

7.2 Anniversary Coins
Sanki Vraja Anniversary Coins represent an elegant fusion of digital art and the
physical world, marking significant moments in the project's history. When combined,
NFTs and collectible metal objects bring a new dimension of value and sentimentality
to the community. For the first anniversary series, an extremely limited edition of 111
pieces will be launched, each individually numbered from 1 to 111. This exclusive
collection, offered at a price of $111 per pair, includes a unique NFT and a
corresponding physical coin, emphasizing the rarity, value, and prestige for Sanki
Vraja collectors. Purchasing items from this collection will offer a 33% discount
through Sanki burning.

Each year, the Sanki team will honor the remarkable contributions of community
members by awarding 11 exclusive anniversary coins. This initiative rewards
community members who have had a significant impact on the consolidation and
development of the Sanki Vraja project. This recognition underscores the importance
of active participation in the community and encourages ongoing involvement by its
members.

Sanki Vraja Anniversary Coins will be available annually in an extremely limited
quantity and through the pseudo-staking method to encourage long-term
commitment and enhance the value of the Sanki token. These special coins can be
reserved in advance by locking a quantity of Sanki, following the "first come, first
served" principle, giving the community the opportunity to become more actively
involved in the ecosystem. The required amount of locked Sanki will be equivalent to
three times the price of an anniversary coin at that time.

7.2.1 Utility of Anniversary Coins in the Ecosystem
Sanki Vraja Anniversary Coins are not just art and collectible objects but also
significant elements within the Sanki Vraja ecosystem. Holders of these coins enjoy
specific advantages within the ecosystem:

1. Access to exclusive events or promotions.
2. Owning a coin brings a +3% bonus in the bounty program.
3. Benefits in the Sanki game; these benefits can be temporarily transferred through
a "rent-a-coin" program that will directly benefit the rightful owner. This option will be
implemented at the marketplace level.
4. Coins can be used to highlight the status and commitment of holders in the
community directly on the leaderboard, emphasizing their membership in an
exclusive and dedicated group of Sanki Vraja project supporters.



The Sanki Vraja team is exploring innovative features for anniversary coins, such as
creating a "virtual timeline." This would allow holders to unlock interactive chapters
about the project's history, providing exclusive access to multimedia content and
games inspired by key events. Thus, anniversary coins become not only collectible
items but also keys to an immersive and educational experience in Sanki Vraja
culture. They will be closely tied to the Sanki game and the animated series on
video-sharing platforms.

7.3 Sanki Vraja Affiliate Program: NFTs Representing Affiliate Levels
The Sanki Vraja Affiliate Program introduces a remarkable innovation by using NFTs
to represent its members' affiliate levels. Each NFT symbolizes a different level
within the program, offering specific benefits and rewards to the affiliate. These NFTs
are not just symbols of achievement but are also transferable between users,
providing flexibility and new opportunities in the community's dynamics. Transferring
an affiliate NFT allows the new owner to immediately benefit from the advantages of
that level, while the seller reverts to the base level. This system adds a dimension of
fluidity and mobility to the affiliate program, encouraging members to engage in
various initiatives within the Sanki Vraja ecosystem.

7.4 Merch-Art Program: NFTs Reflecting Artistic Level and Value
The Merch-Art Program in the Sanki Vraja ecosystem introduces a unique approach
to using NFTs to reflect the level and artistic value of its creators. Each NFT in this
program is unique and represents not only the artist's achievements but also their
creative identity. While NFTs can be transferred between users, they permanently
retain a connection to the original artist, ensuring ongoing recognition of their
contributions. This feature transforms NFTs into a kind of digital autograph, enriched
with specific benefits within the Sanki Vraja ecosystem. Transferring such an NFT
allows the new owner to access certain benefits but not the artistic merits of the
original creator. This system underscores the importance and individual prestige of
each artist in the ecosystem while also offering valuable opportunities for growth and
exposure within the community.

7.5 NFTs Created by Artists in the Merch-Art Program
Within the Merch-Art program, we collaborate with NFT digital artists to create
collections of NFTs. These collections serve a dual purpose: on one hand, they can
be purchased by NFT collectors who have the option to hold and trade them; on the
other hand, owners of NFTs from these collections have the exclusive right to
customize and sell original Sanki® products using these NFTs through our platform.
This innovative approach not only adds value and diversity to the Sanki Vraja®
ecosystem but also provides an opportunity for NFT owners to generate passive
income through personalized products and their sale on our platform. It is a unique
and challenging way to combine creativity with the commercial aspect, opening new
perspectives for our community.



Payments to artists will be made exclusively in Sanki. These fees will be converted
from RON to Sanki directly on the DEX, thus exerting pressure on the token's price.

To ensure the protection and authenticity of the artworks created within the merch-art
program, registered artists must complete a specific Sanki Know Your Customer
(KYC) process. This verification process clearly identifies the artists joining our
program, providing confidence to collectors and end-users regarding the origin and
quality of digital artworks.

7.6 Game Assets:
….

7.7 SVDs: Virtual Properties in the Metaverse, represented as NFTs
SvDs (Sankiverse Domains) represent more than just virtual properties in the Sanki
Vraja metaverse; they are symbols of prestige and belonging. Owning an SvD
(Sankiverse Domain) in the Sanki Vraja metaverse signifies not only active
involvement in the ecosystem but also an indicator of pioneering status or "Original
Gangster" (OG) in the community. This underscores the commitment and deep
understanding of the project's vision by the holders, marking them as among the first
to support and trust in the Sanki Vraja vision. Thus, owning an SvD is not just an
investment in a virtual property but also an emblem of belonging to an exclusive and
visionary group.

The launch of the 21,000 Sankiverse Domains (SvDs) in May 2024 represents a
significant moment in the development of the Sanki platform, marking the transition
to the project's second phase. These virtual domains, available in the form of NFTs,
have a starting price of $333, progressively increasing to $888 for the last units. This
pricing structure reflects the exclusivity and increased value of the domains in the
Sanki metaverse, attracting interest and investments in this expanding virtual
universe.

In accordance with the project's initial commitment, all addresses that participated in
the pre-sale with a contribution of 3 BNB and did not sell their tokens will receive an
airdrop as a form of recognition and appreciation. This airdrop is a gesture of
gratitude for the early and continuous support of the project, reflecting the
commitment of the Sanki Vraja team to its dedicated members.

Holders of over 30 NFTs from the Sanki Vraja collection will benefit from an
automatic airdrop, through which they will be allocated an SVD (Sankiverse
Domain). This gesture recognizes their commitment to the project and their active
contribution to the ecosystem, rewarding them with a virtual property in the
metaverse. This airdrop reflects appreciation for community members who have
invested significantly in the NFT collection and support the project's growth.



After the initial launch of SVDs, Sankiverse Domains will offer the opportunity to
obtain a limited number of 33 SvDs per year. This opportunity will be accessible by
locking a significant amount of Sanki tokens through the pseudo-staking mechanism
for a period of 12 months. The required amount of locked Sanki will be equivalent to
three times the price of an SvD at that time. This method aims to stimulate long-term
commitment and strengthen the value of the Sanki token in the ecosystem. The
availability of SvDs through pseudo-staking will be announced in advance, and
reservations will be made on a "first come, first served" basis.

7.8 Metaobjects represent a groundbreaking concept that brings together the digital
and physical realms in a remarkable way. This revolutionary idea was born from a
bold vision and a deep commitment to innovation, creativity, and authenticity.

Essentially, metaobjects are pairs of objects, one physical and one virtual, that share
not only a mathematical model but also unique functionality in both worlds. The
physical object is a mechanical jewel, a small work of art composed of a multitude of
pieces, each crafted with the highest precision on exceptional CNC machines,
similar to those used in the manufacturing of luxury wristwatches. Each metaobject is
a mechanical jewel, composed of parts that can be disassembled and reassembled
at any time, inviting you to explore and understand every aspect of it in-depth.

These objects will be made using exotic materials such as titanium, tungsten
carbide, zirconium, platinum, gold, silver, or tritium.

The virtual NFT counterpart opens a gateway to a sub-universe in the metaverse,
where you have the freedom to create and exhibit your NFT gallery in an unlimited
space, conduct on-chain business, organize online events, meet friends, or present
projects. Augmented reality on your smartphone allows you to bring the physical
object to life in the real world, giving you the opportunity to share with others the
fascinating experience of the metaverse right from your palm.

To own the physical part of a metaobject, you must possess the corresponding NFT
pair, making these objects true timeless works of art and collectibles. Each series is
produced in Switzerland with the same meticulous attention to detail and proudly
labeled "Swiss Made" in very limited editions of up to 210 pieces, ensuring
exclusivity and authenticity. With each new series, we bring a different design,
always maintaining the freshness of the concept.

Metaobjects represent not only a fascinating synthesis of the virtual and physical
realities but also a bridge between innovation and art, technology, and a passion for
beauty. This remarkable connection between the two worlds opens new horizons for
creativity and expression, offering a unique experience in the evolution of valuable
objects.



7.9 NFT Marketplace: A meeting place for trading and exploring NFTs in the
ecosystem.
The dedicated NFT marketplace for the Sanki Vraja project is designed as a
comprehensive and secure ecosystem with the aim of not only facilitating NFT
transactions but also providing a safe and efficient environment for interacting with
NFTs within the project. This digital space will offer users the ability to conduct
transactions, rentals, and access various NFT-related services, with a strong focus
on transaction security and protection. It will also provide a user-friendly interface for
both desktop and mobile applications.

On the NFT marketplace of the Sanki Vraja project, users will have the opportunity to
explore and utilize a wide range of NFTs, including those from the Sanki Vraja
collection, anniversary coins, SvDs, metaobjects, NFTs from affiliate programs and
merch-art, and gaming assets. This platform is designed to support the digital
economy of the project and provide access to a variety of options in a secure and
transparent environment.

A notable aspect is that transaction fees on the NFT marketplace of the Sanki Vraja
project will be paid in Sanki tokens. This approach not only facilitates transactions
within the ecosystem but also contributes to the deflationary mechanism of the Sanki
token. Some of these fees will be burned, thereby reducing the supply of Sanki
tokens in the market and supporting the appreciation and stability of the currency.
Through this method, the marketplace becomes an active tool in the economic
dynamics of the project, encouraging token usage and contributing to the
consolidation of the digital economy of Sanki Vraja.

8. The Sanki community
The community gathered around the crypto aspect of the Sanki Vraja project plays a
crucial role in its success and development. This community brings enthusiasm,
support, and a sense of belonging to a common vision. Through active community
involvement, the project gains traction, valuable feedback, and a solid base of
ambassadors and loyal users.

In addition to this, the crypto community can bring significant benefits to the business
side of the project. The community's contribution to burning Sanki tokens helps
maintain economic stability and increase the token's value. Furthermore, the
feedback and suggestions from community members can continually improve the
products and services offered, leading to innovation and customer satisfaction.

The community also serves as a powerful channel for promotion and distribution of
business initiatives. By actively engaging in the project, community members
become natural brand ambassadors and enthusiastically share information about it
on their social networks and circles of influence. This can lead to organic growth in



the audience and customer base for the project's business-related products and
services.

In summary, the crypto community gathered around the Sanki Vraja project is a vital
force contributing to its growth, development, and success. It is the heart of a
complex and unconventional marketing engine. Active community involvement
brings significant benefits to the business side, from increasing the token's value and
economic stability to promotion, distribution, and innovation.

9. The Sankiverse
Sankiverse is truly unique in the world of metaverses. It is not designed as a game
but as a visual and virtual representation of the entire Sanki Vraja ecosystem. It will
be accessible directly in a web browser using WebGL and WebGPU technologies.

Sankiverse is composed of 21,000 hexagons arranged concentrically, forming a
circular map called SvD (Sankiverse Domains). Each SvD represents properties in
the virtual digital space. SvDs are not just simple virtual lands; they have multiple
functionalities and are essential for the Sankiverse experience. When combined with
the concept of "metaobjects," SvDs create sub-universes with virtually infinite virtual
space for their owners. This virtual extension of the user's Sanki account can be
customized in various ways, including NFT galleries, virtual meeting spaces, event
venues, virtual stores, product presentation spaces, the potential for hosting games,
abstract representations of on-chain data, and much more. Only imagination will limit
the possibilities for using SvDs.

Metaobject owners will have the opportunity to work closely with 3D artists to
customize their private space within their sub-universe. This customization process
allows them to create a unique virtual environment tailored to their needs and
preferences, offering a truly individualized experience within Sankiverse.

Unlike the classic metaverse, where space is limited to a fixed number of square
meters, in Sankiverse, they have redefined space mechanics. Each SvD, along with
a metaobject, will contain a virtual space with infinite expansion capacity, offering
unlimited creative and customization possibilities. Expanding the space and its
functionalities will be done simply by holding more currency in your wallet; the more
currency you have, the more space you have for activities.

Regarding gaming, in the case of the Sanki game, SvDs represent virtual game
boards that add an engaging and complex dimension to the gaming experience.
These game boards can drop randomly or based on player preferences, depending
on available resources or the strategic advantages each SvD offers. This aspect
adds an interesting interaction in the game, as players must make strategic
decisions regarding the use of SvDs in the game.



When a player suffers a loss in the game, a small portion of their penalty will be
directed to the SvD parcel owner, thus turning the SvD into a source of passive
income. SvD owners have the opportunity to promote their game boards based on
the resources they hold. The more valuable assets an SvD owner has in their wallet
within the Sanki ecosystem, such as Sanki coins, anniversary coins, metaobjects, or
various types of utility NFTs, the richer and more attractive their game board
becomes to other players.

Therefore, SvDs are not just decorative elements in the Sanki game but essential
components that add depth and complexity to the gaming experience in Sankiverse.
They contribute to the dynamics and strategies of the game, giving players the
opportunity to explore different ways to use them and add value to their experience.

How can SvDs be obtained?
In May 2024, we will launch the sale of the 21,000 SvDs. The starting price for these
will be $333, gradually increasing to the final price of $888.

To reward participants in the presale, every wallet address that contributed 3 BNB
and held untouched Sanki tokens will receive an SvD parcel through an airdrop in
the central area between numbers 111 and 1111. The specific number will be
randomly drawn from this sample, providing a fair chance to all participants. This is a
way for us to reward early involvement and support from our community members,
giving them the opportunity to become SvD owners in a fair and transparent manner.

Additionally, individuals who maintained a balance of at least 1 million Sanki tokens
in their portfolio for a continuous period of at least 3 months before the start of parcel
sales will benefit from an 8% discount on the purchase of an SvD.

Sankiverse development
Starting in February, we set out to develop an MVP (Minimal Viable Product) that we
intend to showcase in May, coinciding with the first anniversary of Sanki's launch.
For this development, we will allocate separate funds from those raised in the
presale.

We will announce in the near future a private sale for SvDs at preferential prices.
The funds obtained from this private sale will be invested in the development of the
MVP, prototyping of metaobjects, development of the augmented reality application,
integration of WebGPU technology, design, and algorithmic design of SvDs. Each
SvD, although represented by a hexagonal surface, is actually a complex 3D piece in
terms of depth design; the design of each SvD will be algorithmically generated.

More details about SvDs and Sankiverse will be presented in the coming period.



10. Sanki® brand
Sanki Vraja® aspires to position itself as a brand of superior quality products and
services, targeting the medium-premium segment. This commitment to excellence
and distinction will be reflected in every component and initiative of the brand:

- The Sanki merchandise store sanki.ro
- Franchisable businesses: restaurants, pastry shops, cafes.
- eCommerce platform + marketing/marketing affiliate platform
- International platform sankiexpress.com

The Sanki® brand is supported and amplified by:
- The infrastructure of the Sanki Vraja blockchain project
- The crypto community
- The dedicated team"

Other ideas
1. Pseudo-staking implementation
2. YouTube Miniseries: "The Adventures of Sanki Vraja"
3. Multi-chain, variants: MultiversX, Solana, Algorand, Ethereum
4. Affiliate program for new members in the community

Pseudo-Staking implementation
Within the Sanki Vraja project, pseudo-staking represents an innovative user
engagement system, different from traditional staking. It allows users to lock a
certain amount of Sanki tokens to access exclusive benefits, such as anniversary
coins, metaobjects, SvDs, etc.
The system will operate on a "first come, first served" basis, emphasizing the
exclusivity and value of rewards. Active participation and ongoing connection to the
ecosystem are crucial to take advantage of these opportunities, contributing to the
consolidation of the value of the Sanki token and the platform.
Pseudo-staking could positively influence the token's price by temporarily reducing
the supply in the market and encouraging long-term community loyalty.

YouTube Miniseries: "The Adventures of Sanki Vraja"
The universe created for the game will be adapted into a pilot series on YouTube,
consisting of 8 episodes, each lasting 8 minutes, illustrating the adventures of the
character Sanki and other characters from this universe. In these episodes, we will
explicitly describe the history, temporal and spatial location, hierarchy, the forces
involved, the abilities, and equipment of each character.



If the series captures the audience's interest and becomes popular, we will continue
with new episodes that delve deeper into the game's universe, thus covering a wide
range of gaming situations, interactions, and confrontations between characters. A
significant portion of the revenues generated on YouTube will be used to burn Sanki
tokens.

Through this integrated approach, we aim to create a complete and immersive
experience for our community, connecting the virtual gaming world with the narrative
and visual world of the YouTube series. This will not only enhance the attractiveness
and engagement with the Sanki Vraja brand but also contribute to the growth of the
value of our ecosystem through interactivity and quality content.

Sustainability, sources of income for long-term project development
8% of the net profit of SANKI VRAJA SRL goes to the development of the project;
20% of the net profit made from the sale of metaobjects goes to the development of
the platform.
5% of the burn from gaming parties goes to game dev.
10% of the revenue from YouTube goes to the development of the project.

Sanki® and Sanki Vraja® are independently registered trademarks in Romania
through OSIM.
Sanki® is a trademark registered in the European Union through EUIPO.



Main web domains
sanki.ro
sankivraja.com

Reserved web domains
sankivraja.ro
sanki-vraja.ro
sanki-vraja.com
sanchi.ro
sankeexpress.ro
sankiexpress.com
sankeexpress.eu
sankimag.ro
sankiprint.ro
sankivers.com
sankiverse.com

Social media:
https://twitter.com/sankivraja
https://t.me/sankivraja
https://t.me/sankivrajaro
https://discord.com/invite/nKyuxwHz3e
https://www.youtube.com/@SankiVraja
https://www.instagram.com/sankivraja
https://www.tiktok.com/@sankivraja.com
https://www.reddit.com/user/sankivraja
https://github.com/sankivraja
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sankivraja/

Initial Description of the Character Sanki Vraja
Sanki Vraja is a mysterious character with a distinctive appearance and an enigmatic
aura. Here's a possible description of this character:

Sanki Vraja is tall and slender, with a straight posture and natural elegance. His hair
is long and black, reaching down to the middle of his back, and his eyes are
intensely green, like shiny emeralds. He has sharp features, with a slightly square
jaw and high cheekbones, which give him an air of authority and confidence.

Dressed in a black cloak, Sanki exudes a mysterious and enchanting aura. The
cloak seems to move in the wind even when there is no breeze. It is also adorned
with golden embroidery, featuring magical symbols and strange motifs, suggesting a
connection to the supernatural world.

https://sanki.ro/
https://sankivraja.com/
https://twitter.com/sankivraja
https://t.me/sankivraja
https://t.me/sankivrajaro
https://discord.com/invite/nKyuxwHz3e
https://www.youtube.com/@SankiVraja
https://www.instagram.com/sankivraja
https://www.tiktok.com/@sankivraja.com
https://www.reddit.com/user/sankivraja
https://github.com/sankivraja
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sankivraja/


His face is often shadowed by an enigmatic expression, and his piercing gaze
reveals deep wisdom and vast knowledge. Sanki Vraja always wears a necklace with
a mystical medallion that emits a soft light and appears to conceal incredible power.

Sanki's personality is calm and introspective, but also firm and determined. He
seems to always be one step ahead of others and has a remarkable ability to guide
events in the desired direction. Sanki is known as a master of magic and the occult,
using his abilities to protect and guide the shadowy world.

Despite his mysterious appearance, Sanki Vraja is equally fascinating and
intimidating. People are drawn to his strong energy and hypnotic charisma, but they
realize that he is a character with powers and intentions that are not fully understood.
He is a protector of the balance between worlds, often called upon to confront dark
forces and restore harmony.


